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Houses are unique commodities on three accounts. They are very expensive goods to buy. They have 
significant environmental effects. And they are something which consumers must compete with other actors 
in the market such as investors， developers， financial institutions， public authorities and others. Even they 
themselv田 mayone day become suppliers rather than consumers. These characteristics make housing a 
very complex and many-sided social problems to be tackled with by public policies. 
Housing policies originated not from social policy objectives but from environmental policy objectives. 
People and policy makers are not so concerned even when a family is eating bread without milk and butter 
or wearing rags and worn-out shoes. However， they are quite concerned with a dilapidated house in which 
it lives. They are afraid that an ugly house may damage the image of the community and lower the value 
of houses. They can disregard disparities in household income but cannot afford big disparities in housing. 
Housing has always been one of the biggest public policy issues in industrialized countries in the world. 
But one cannot say housing standards have always been improving everywhere. Ad hoc housing policies 
adopted by governments after governments have usually been defeated by market forces and people's 
preferences so that governments have to find stil some other policy measures to cope with. Complexities 
and varities of actors in the housing market do not allow meagre policy interventions to succeed. 
One can identify two major trends in housing policies in western countries. The first is a shift from 
assistance to housing supply to that to housing demand， and the second is a shift from policies which give 
preference to a specific housing tenure to those which are neutral to the pattern of housing tenure. It is these 
two trends that is bringing ‘staying put' within the reach of consumers' choice. 
